
Smart and 
sophisticated 
communications 
technology for
cruise ships 



In the world of cruise ships, the 
unique experience of your guests 
onboard is everything. Through our 
network of networks, combining 
satcoms and hybrid technologies,  
we enable you to provide your 
guests on-board with the fastest 
internet access available across 
waterways and oceans worldwide, 
encouraging them to share their 
journeys and consume digital 
services almost like at home.

Onboard, we ensure that our technology fits seamlessly 

into your systems so you can deliver high-speed, reliable 

connections to your guests. All backed up with ever-

present Marlink support. That’s what we mean by Above 

and Beyond. An exceptional smart network keeping your 

guests connected, and a true partner who is with you all 

the way.

•  Operationally, gain efficiency and environmental

    advantages by automating data processes and

    digitalising operations

•  Commercially, ensure guest satisfaction and create

    new opportunities for generating revenue

•  Technologically, benefit from a bespoke, hybrid

    network solution optimising all network elements 

    and applications, from data and IT, application based

    routing (SDWan), cloud and digital solutions.

Your business thrives on guests’ 
delight. That’s why we go 
Above and Beyond.

Key benefits

The industry’s best global 
coverage, including polar 
regions

Tools for crew 
connectivity, 
entertainment and health

Highly tailored, 
customised service and 
network for your remote 
business

System automation and 
cloud computing

State-of-the-art, future-
proof equipment

24/7 customer support 
and worldwide Marlink 
field services and logistics

Service manager as 
dedicated point of contact 
for support and escalation 
if necessary

Easy and secure 
integration with third 
party tools, including 
GSM, banking, onboard 
ATMs, etc.



We enable our customers to take 
full advantage of digitalisation to 
optimise both user experience & 
operational capabilities

•  Dedicated staff internet & 
    telephony
•  Daily news & entertainment
•  Cost control & access 
    management
•  Customised, optimal user 
    experience
•  Optimised chat / voice / 
    video chat
•  Telemedicine solution to 
    manage health & medical 
    emergencies

•  Onboard access to Headquarters
•  Easy and secure integration
    with third party tools, including
    banking & POS machines
•  Securely host and transmit
    health and wellness data 
    – GDPR compliant data 
       management 
•  Provide access management
    for third party suppliers

•  SD-WAN orchestration: traffic
    priority, load balancing & QoS
•  Optimal bandwidth & application 
    performance to enhance your
    user experience & productivity
•  Dedicated VLANs
•  Back-up services
•  Option to maintain full control
    of how communication is 
    routed via a management 
    interface 
•  Or, fully automate dynamic
    routing between carriers &
    networks based on set 
    priorities & requirements at
    any given time.

•  Optimised content access 
•  Enable flexible guest WiFi 
    packages, from paid options to
    complimentary internet access 
•  Manage & unify your guest user 
    experience
    – Set access priorities & 
        restrictions 
    – Customise & brand your
        guests’ captive portal
•  Monitor guest internet usage & 
    manage revenue 
•  Offer high quality guest 
    telephony 
•  Interconnect with your 
    preferred onboard GSM 
    operator

•  Industry leading, scalable VSAT 
    systems
    – Full bandwidth flexibility 
    – Encrypted, secure channels 
•  Most extensive satellite footprint
    – Next-generation satellite 
        constellation ready (LEO, MEO)
•  Fully secured network
•  Network redundancy & disaster 
    recovery solutions
•  Leased lines, 4/5G LTE & 
    microwave
•  Global MPLS backbone
•  Satellite phones

 

•  M2M & IIoT
•  Secure data collection & 
    transmission 
    – Tracking
    – Sensors 
    – Management platform
•  Solutions supporting HSE, 
    sustainability & cyber security
    compliance
•  Direct interconnections to 
    on land networks, device 
    monitoring & management
•  Integration & management of
    onboard systems & third party
    applications
•  Enable smart maintenance & 
    continuous monitoring 
•  Data management: web filtering 
   & firewalling

Reliable Hybrid 
Connectivity

Ship 
Operations

Smart Network 
Solutions

Guest
Experience

Crew & 
Personnel 

Hotel
Operations



To help you get more from your chosen connectivity 
service, we offer a number of expertly designed 
solutions and tools all seamlessly integrated into  
one connectivity package

Delivering value across your business

Cutting Edge Technology 

Choose our proven, innovative 
technology and expertise to ensure 
all of your evolving needs are met, 
today, tomorrow and always. 

Through the sophistication of 
our technology, the scale of our 
coverage and the excellence of 
our people, we will meet your 
present and future connectivity and 
communications needs in ways no 
one else can.

Operational Excellence 

Rely on our scalable, high 
performance as demand for 
bandwidth-intensive applications 
and automation continues to soar.

We give you the full peace of mind 
that your bespoke network solution 
is fully optimised, integrated and 
secure and we consistently deliver 
it at budgeted cost with dedicated 
care and expertise.  

Commercial Intelligence  

Discover your guests’ delight by 
providing the best possible user 
experience, and the most cost 
effective options for your crew.

Meet and exceed your guests’ 
expectations with the best quality 
internet and telephone connectivity 
at sea, delivered in a simple, cost 
efficient way that’s on-brand and 
on-par for your business.
 



Industry leading customer service

•  Dedicated service management

•  Proactive network monitoring and
    troubleshooting

•  24/7/365 service desk

•  Intuitive management portals

•  9 warehouses worldwide

•  1,250+ service points in 130+ countries

•  BOSIET & HUET trained field engineers

•  Training academy

Dedicated technical support 

Leveraging on more than 70 years of experience, we aim to 
provide our customers with exceptional support and achieve 
a continuously high level of customer satisfaction.

Our expert people deliver reliability and guarantee the 
best performance, while our Maritime Network Operation 
Center (MNOC) and Competence Centers provide you with an 
experienced team of network engineers to accompany you 
through troubleshooting, performance monitoring, training 
and consultancy.

Our Field Service Engineers and Field Service alliance 
partners around the globe ensure in-country support for 
fast and professional installations and maintenance.

For our cruise customers, dedicated service management 
is typically part of a dedicated operational escalation point, 
and a set of robust, extended Service Level Agreements 
(SLAs) are established that reflect our commitment to you.

Service Management proactively reports and manages all 
service level KPIs, to ensure optimal service delivery; as well 
as promptly handling installation and change requests, and 
performing advanced, proactive monitoring of your network.

  

Encourage social media engagement 

With Marlink services onboard, your guests and crew 

have a world of information and services at their 

fingertips, including social media, news, online banking, 

emailing and more. 

Furthermore, these photos and social media posts have 

opened up a new marketing channel for cruise lines. 

If handled correctly it’s a winwin situation, but only 

when the connectivity on board meets the need. With 

bandwidth in the Cloud, Marlink has given the cruise 

industry a new tool to ensure that it does.



Marlink hybrid connectivity and global coverage
Robustly designed to power even the most intense bandwidth requirements, our 
innovative SmartEdge technology delivers flexibility, performance and scale to        
your network.

Map depicts an appro ximation of co verage, does not guarantee service availability and is sub ject to change .

Coverage Map: Ku-Band SEALINK

Map depicts an appro ximation of co verage, does not guarantee service availability and is sub ject to change .

Coverage Map: C-Band SEALINK

Exclusive innovation
We are a technology leader. Based on 
continuous close dialogue with our 
customers, we are constantly designing new 
systems, testing new boundaries, breaking 
records and evolving our network to adapt 
to your needs.

Future ready
As the long-standing world maritime 
connectivity leader, we have strategic 
partnerships with the industry’s leading 
satellite and terrestrial network operators, 
hardware and technology providers, giving 
us unique priority access to the latest and 
greatest in maritime technology.

Global coverage
Our fully managed network is designed 
with built in redundancy and every region 
is covered by a minimum of 2 teleports and 
multiple satellites, ensuring high-throughput, 
consistent services and a superior guest 
experience no matter what the itinerary.

High availability
Our hybrid networks combine multicarrier, 
satellite and 4/5G LTE connectivity to deliver 
the optimum and most cost-efficient user 
experience; while Software-Defined WAN 
orchestration enables intelligent application 
steering, carrier switching and traffic 
prioritisation to maximise scale, QoS and 
bandwidth efficiency.

High bandwidth per ship
We offer the possibility to group your 
maximum bandwidth capacity into one large 
pool, to be proportionately allocated from 
this ‘Cloud of bandwidth’ into the correct 
communication channels per vessel - crew, 
guest or operational according to your 
changing business needs. 

Flexibility
Regardless of the itinerary of your vessels, 
fluctuations in passenger bandwidth demand 
are proactively monitored and accommodated 
across seasonal and regional variations, since 
all vessels in the fleet are be covered by 
one of the many satellites that build up this 
global service.

Network security
Your cyber security begins with the network 
layer, and Marlink makes continual, extensive 
efforts to ensure our core network is secure 
by design. Each customer’s corporate 
network traffic is kept private and segregated, 
while Marlink employs a dedicated security 
organisation to supervise security policies, 
logs and alarms, and conduct periodic 
penetration testing. 

Data automation & analytics
With secure remote monitoring and data 
analytics backhauled to your data centres, 
we help you unlock the true value of 
your data and drive improvements to key 
performance indicators (KPIs) for route 
optimisation, fuel efficiency, sustainability, 
and commercial and hotel operations 
management across your fleet.

World Maritime Connectivity Leader

Marlink is the preferred VSAT and MSS provider of the maritime industry, as 

proven across multiple 2020 market reports (Valour Consultancy, Northern 

Sky Research, Comsys Maritime & Euroconsult). 



Your partner who goes Above and Beyond
Marlink is a true partner, who goes Above and Beyond to help you run your remote 
operations in ever smarter, more profitable and sustainable ways and give you the 
competitive edge. 

24/7

Global service network
1250+ in-country service points 

Global customer support
available all day, every day

Strong partnerships
with all satellite network  

operators and hardware partners

Managed services
fully operated for  
our customers

Smart network solutions 
Global coverage through  

an intelligent hybrid network

1000+ employees
in 23 countries

Unique solutions portfolio
IT & OT and Cyber services

7000+ VSAT
leading edge multi-band  
connectivity



Let’s talk
Marlink Service Desk
EMEA: +33 (0)1 70 48 98 98
Americas: +1 (310) 616 5594  |  +1 855 769 39 59 (toll free)
Asia Pacific: +65 64 29 83 11

Email: servicedesk@marlink.com
Web: www.marlink.com
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